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Roofscaping: A New Approach to
Mountain Design
K AT E B A I L E Y

In Aspen, forward-thinking architects and
landscape designers are borrowing a classic

urban design solution: elegant rooftop decks.
once innovative and practical, they allow for
maximum residential square footage while

providing homeowners with a space that take
advantage of Aspen’s glorious summertime.
The following rooftop gardens and outdoor

rooms, crafted by Bluegreen, Design Worksh

and Shayne Smith, are a few striking example
of how, when done right, this big-city design
approach works splendidly in a mountain
courtesy Dancing Bear/Jason Divenere

Rotating beds with convertible canopies
beckon residents for sun-tanning, reading or
cuddling with a loved one.

environment.

Clandestine by Bluegreen

The rooftop at the Residences at The Little Nell has the feel of a continuous waterway, with a lap pool and two spas neatly arranged in an orderly geometry. Photo
courtesy Residences at the Little Nell.
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